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What one may say on the internet is increasingly controlled by a mix of automated programs, and decisions
made by paid and volunteer human moderators. On the popular social media site Reddit, moderators heavily
rely on a configurable, automated program called ‘Automoderator’ (or ‘Automod’). How do moderators use
Automod? What advantages and challenges does the use of Automod present? We participated as Reddit
moderators for over a year, and conducted interviews with 16 moderators to understand the use of Automod
in the context of the sociotechnical system of Reddit. Our findings suggest a need for audit tools to help tune
the performance of automated mechanisms, a repository for sharing tools, and improving the division of labor
between human and machine decision making. We offer insights that are relevant to multiple stakeholders
— creators of platforms, designers of automated regulation systems, scholars of platform governance, and
content moderators.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Online discussion sites provide a valuable resource for millions of users to exchange ideas and
information on a variety of topics. However, the freedom these sites provide to their content
creators makes them inherently difficult to govern. The utility of these sites is often undermined by
the presence of various types of unwanted content such as spam, abusive, and off-topic postings.
Platforms try to combat this problem by implementing processes that determine which posts to
allow on the site and which to remove. We refer to the sociotechnical practices that constitute
this task as “regulation mechanisms.” Efficient regulation mechanisms ensure that low-quality
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contributions don’t drown out worthy posts on the site and exhaust the limited attention of users
[62]. More broadly, these mechanisms help platforms address issues like illegal content, copyright
violations, terrorism and extremist content, revenge porn1 , online harassment, hate speech and
disinformation [13]. It is important for platforms to have such mechanisms in place in order to
protect their brand, prevent their users from attacking one another, and keep discussions productive
and civil [39].
To carry out these regulation tasks, platforms rely on paid or volunteer human workers, called
moderators. Although moderators on different platforms adopt differing strategies to curate their
content, automated tools are increasingly playing an important role in the regulation of posts
across these sites. For example, many social media websites are using machine learning tools to
identify images that violate copyright law and remove them [90]. As these tools become more and
more sophisticated, their role in the enactment of content regulation will likely grow over time.
It is also expected that future regulatory mandates will further heighten the need for automated
tools because government regulators are increasingly expecting platforms to quickly remove hate
speech and other illegal content [109]. Therefore, it is critical that we understand the adoption and
use of these tools in current moderation systems.
In this paper, we study the use of automated tools for moderation on Reddit, a popular discussion
site [2]. Reddit adopts a “community-reliant approach” [13] to content moderation. That is, it is divided into thousands of independent communities, each having its own set of volunteer moderators,
posting guidelines and regulation tools. While scholarly accounts of regulation mechanisms on
discussion sites like Reddit have usually focused on how moderators collaborate with one another,
create new rules, and interact with community members to enact efficient and acceptable content
curation [29, 66, 75, 77], relatively little research has focused on how moderators use automated
mechanisms. Although some scholars have recognized the importance of automated regulation
tools [90, 109], at present, we lack a clear understanding of content regulation as a relational process
that incorporates both automated tools and human labor.
In addition to filling this salient gap in research, studying automated moderation tools on Reddit
is particularly important because they form a critical component of the Reddit regulation system
and they perform large proportions of all regulation actions [52]. It is necessary to examine the
sociotechnical practices of how human workers configure and use automated tools so that we can
identify the structural challenges of current regulation systems. At a broader level, it is crucial that
we understand the moderation apparatus that social media companies have built over the past
decade if we hope to provide practical solutions to the hard questions being asked right now about
how regulation systems can distinguish freedom of expression from online harassment [53], or
how they can make decisions on content that may be too graphic but is newsworthy, educational,
or historically relevant [40].
Unfortunately, given the black-boxed nature of many social media platforms, the process of
content regulation remains opaque on many sites. That is, it is hard for outsiders to infer behindthe-scenes operations that guide it. Reddit, however, provides an excellent opportunity to study
the sociotechnical details of how automation affects regulation processes because its moderators
are not paid employees bound by legal obligations to conceal the details of their work but are
volunteer users. Taking advantage of this opportunity, we conducted interviews with sixteen Reddit
moderators, and analyzed the ways in which the use of automated tools reshapes how Reddit
moderators conduct their work. In doing so, we offer insights into the tradeoffs that arise because
1 Revenge porn or “nonconsensual pornography” involves “the distribution of sexually graphic images of individuals without

their consent” [23]. This includes images originally obtained with consent, usually by a previously intimate partner [22], as
well as images obtained without consent, e.g., through hidden recordings [23].
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of the use of automated tools, the tensions of redistributing work between automated tools and
human workers, and the ways in which platforms can better prepare themselves to adopt these
tools.
We explore the following research questions in this paper:
(1) How are automated tools used to help enact content regulation on Reddit?
(2) How does the use of automated tools affect the sociotechnical process of regulating Reddit
content?
(3) What are the benefits and challenges of using automated tools for content regulation on
Reddit?
While preparing for this study, we found that Reddit has an open-access API (Application
Programming Interface) that allows bot developers to build, deploy and test automated regulation
solutions at the community level. Access to this API has encouraged the creation and implementation
of a variety of creative automated solutions that address the unique regulation requirements of
different Reddit communities. We focused on one of the most popular automated tools, called
Automoderator (or Automod), that is now offered to all Reddit moderators. Automod allows
moderators to configure syntactic rules in YAML format (Figure 2) so that these rules make
moderation decisions based on the configured criteria. We show that Automod not only reduces
the time-consuming work and emotional labor required of human moderators by removing large
volumes of inappropriate content, it also serves an educational role for end-users by providing
explanations for content removals.
Despite the many benefits of using Automod, its use also presents certain challenges. Prior CSCW
research has established that a fundamental social-technical gap exists between how individuals
manage information in everyday social situations versus how this is done explicitly through the use
of technology. Often, technical systems fail to provide the flexibility or ambiguity that is inherent
in normal social conditions [1]. In line with this, our findings reveal the deficiencies of Automod
in making decisions that require it to be attuned to the sensitivities in cultural context or to the
differences in linguistic cues.
Building on our case study of Reddit Automod, we provide insights into the challenges that
community managers can expect to face as they adopt novel automated solutions to help regulate
the postings of their users. For example, they may have a reduced level of control over how the
regulation system works — as moderators reduce the number of posts that they manually review
and delegate to automated tools, these tools may make mistakes that could have been avoided
owing to their limitations of evaluating the contextual details. Moreover, moderators may not be
able to understand the reasons behind some actions taken by automated tools. Another possible
challenge is that moderators may have to make decisions about the levels of transparency they
show in the operation of automated tools — if they are too transparent about how these tools are
configured, these tools may be exploited by bad actors.
In addition to these challenges, we also highlight how the use of automated tools may affect
how moderators design community guidelines. We found that Reddit moderators sometimes create
posting guidelines that play to the strengths of Automod so as to make the work of moderation
easier. For example, guidelines like “describe the image you’re posting” provide additional material
for Automod to catch. However, complying with such guidelines may increase the amount of
work that end-users have to perform. Therefore, using automated tools may affect not only the
moderators but also the other stakeholders in content regulation systems.
There is a growing enthusiasm among many companies hosting user contributions to use
machine learning and deep-learning-based tools to implement content regulation and relieve
human moderators [13, 71, 83]. While the accuracy of such tools has risen for many kinds of
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moderation tasks, the tools often can’t explain their decisions, which makes mixed-initiative
human-machine solutions challenging to design. Human-understandable ML is an active area of
research [64]. Yet, as we will see, Automod does not rely on machine learning techniques but it
rather uses simple rules and regular-expression matching which can be understood by technically
savvy human moderators. We found that moderators self-assess their skills at configuring Automod,
practice care when editing Automod rules, and coordinate with other moderators through external
channels like Slack to resolve disagreements. Thus, Reddit moderation is an intriguing example of
human-machine partnership on a complex task that requires both rote work and nuanced judgment.
We organize the remainder of this article as follows: we start by providing a brief overview
of the sociotechnical system of Reddit moderation. Next, we examine prior research on content
regulation and automated regulation mechanisms. Following this, we present our methods of data
collection and analysis, and describe our participant sample. Next, we discuss our findings on the
development and use of automated moderation tools, focusing on Reddit Automod as a case study.
We then discuss the limitations of currently used automated techniques and the challenges they
pose for Reddit moderators, emphasizing insights that may be useful for other platforms as they
adopt automated regulation tools. We conclude with highlighting the takeaways of this research
for different stakeholders.
2

STUDY CONTEXT: REDDIT MODERATION

Reddit is composed of thousands of small and large communities called subreddits where users
can post submissions or comment on others’ submissions. Activity on Reddit is guided by a user
agreement2 and content policy3 similar to the terms and conditions of many websites and a set of
established rules defined by Reddit guidelines called Reddiquette4 [32]. Each subreddit also has its
own set of rules that exist alongside site-wide policy and lay out what content is acceptable and
what is not acceptable on that subreddit. These rules are typically found in sidebars of the subreddit
[74]. They have higher salience than Reddiquette for most users [62]. Many subreddits have a
separate set of rules for submissions and comments. Content removals occur frequently on Reddit.
Analyzing Reddit submissions for a separate project [52] using data collected from the pushshift.io
service5 , we found that 21.77% of all submissions posted on Reddit between March - October 2018
(79.92 millions submissions posted; 17.40 million submissions removed) were removed.
Reddit moderators are volunteer Reddit users who take on the responsibility of maintaining
their communities by participating in a variety of tasks. These tasks include (1) coordinating
with one another to determine policies and policy changes that guide moderation decisions, (2)
checking submissions, threads and content flagged by users for rule violations, (3) replying to user
inquiries and complaints 6 , (4) recruiting new moderators, (5) inviting high-profile individuals to
conduct AMA (Ask Me Anything) sessions [80], (6) creating bots [70] or editing Automod rules
(described below in this section) to help automate moderation tasks, and (7) improving the design
of the subreddit using CSS tools. Moderators usually prefer to focus primarily on a few of these
task categories depending on their interests, skills, prior moderation experience, level of access7 ,
2 https://www.reddit.com/help/useragreement/
3 https://www.reddit.com/help/contentpolicy/

4 https://www.reddit.com/wiki/reddiquette

5 https://files.pushshift.io/reddit/submissions/
6 Users

can reach out to moderators using ModMail, a personal messaging tool that forwards inquiries to all moderators of a
subreddit.
7 Moderators can be given different levels of access on a subreddit depending on their roles. Different binary flags can be set
to provide different permissions. For example, ‘access’ flag allows moderators to manage the lists of approved submitters
and banned users, and ‘posts’ flag allows moderators to approve or remove content. Only moderators with ‘full permissions’
can change the permission levels for other moderators.
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Fig. 1. Moderators’ view of a submission post. This interface differs from a regular user’s interface because of
the presence of additional links for ‘spam’, ‘remove’, ‘approve’, ‘lock’ and ‘nsfw’. Moderators can use these
links to take corresponding actions on the post. For example, clicking ‘lock’ prevents the submission post
from receiving any new comments.

influence among the moderators and the requirements of the subreddit. For the purpose of this
paper, we focus on moderation activities that are related to removing content using automated
mechanisms.
One automated solution to content regulation is “Automoderator” (or “Automod”), which first
became popular as a third-party bot but was later incorporated into Reddit and offered to all the
moderators. Many moderators use Automod to help improve their work efficiency. This solution
uses a filtering approach where moderators codify phrases that usually occur in undesirable posts
as regular expressions8 (also called ‘regex’) into a wiki which they regularly update. Automod then
scans each posted material for the presence of the coded phrases and removes the material if it
contains any such phrase. In this paper, we investigate the use of Automod tool as a component of
the sociotechnical system of content regulation. We also briefly discuss how other bots are used to
improve the efficiency of moderation tasks. Our findings highlight how the currently employed
human-machine collaborations help manage content quality on Reddit.
Reddit provides its moderators with alternate interfaces that contain tools that are not accessible
to regular users of the subreddit (see Figure 1). These tools can be used to perform a variety of
moderation actions. For example, for each submission, moderators can remove the submission
thread, lock the thread from receiving any new comments, or remove any comment on the submission thread. Each subreddit also has its own private moderation log, a tool that allows moderators
to view which posts and comments have been removed, at what time, and by which moderator.
Although Reddit provides these moderation tools to all moderators by default, many moderators
find these tools inefficient and cumbersome to use. This has motivated the creation of third-party
front-end tools that help moderators regulate their communities more efficiently. We discuss how
such tools and back-end bots are built and shared between different communities in our findings
(Section 5.1).
3

RELATED WORK

We now situate our research amid prior scholarship on content regulation and automated regulation
mechanisms. We also discuss how we contribute to a growing body of literature that focuses on
Reddit moderation.
3.1

Content Regulation

Internet platforms that are supported by advertising as their business model have an economic
incentive to maximize site activity to increase ad revenue. They have an interest in adopting a
rhetoric of free speech advocacy and allowing users to post as much content as possible [109].
At the same time, they have competing incentives to remove material that is likely to make their
users uncomfortable [93], such as obscene or violent material, because keeping such content risks
8 Regular

expressions are special text strings for describing specific search patterns. They are used to search a volume of
text for a group of words that match the given patterns [107].
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having users leave the platforms [63]. Consequently, platforms have to address the challenges of
exactly when to intervene and in what ways and negotiate competing imperatives to keep as much
content as possible online while removing material that could alienate users and advertisers [109].
As platforms grow, they face the challenge of scale in their role as content curators [41, 71]. For
example, many large Reddit communities have millions of subscribers, and their regulation systems
have to process thousands of new posts every day.
To address the challenges of processing high volumes of content efficiently, social media companies have created intricate and complex systems for regulating content at scale [44, 106]. Such
systems usually consist of a small group of full-time employees at the top who set the rules and
oversee their enforcement, adjudicate hard cases, and influence the philosophical approach that
the platforms take to govern themselves [38]. Platforms also employ a larger group of freelancers
who work on contracts with them and guard against infractions on the front line [20, 91]. Finally,
platforms rely on regular users to flag content that offends readers or violates the community
rules [26]. Many platforms also depend on users to evaluate the worth of each comment. This is
done by aggregating how users rate that comment. This process is often referred to as distributed
content moderation, and its benefits and limitations have been studied through prior research on
moderation of the Slashdot website [65, 66]. This research shows that distributed moderation can
enable civil participation on online forums [67].
While the use of commercial content moderators is popular in the industry, not all platforms
use paid staff to moderate their content. Many online platforms (e.g., Reddit, Wikipedia, Facebook
Groups) largely rely on volunteer moderators who are given limited administrative power to
remove unacceptable content and ban problematic users [75, 77]. These moderators are typically
selected from among the users who are most actively involved in the community and are invested
in its success [75]. Thus, they are well-suited to understand the local social norms and mores of
the community [29]. They create and enforce local rules that establish the grounds for acceptable
content. Although these volunteer moderators are not employees of the platforms, as communities
get larger, moderators are often viewed by the users as representatives of the platforms. Therefore,
moderators constantly negotiate their positions with communities as well as with platforms [75].
Content regulation is not only a difficult but also an important task. It helps internet platforms
present their best face to new users, advertisers, investors and the public at large [39]. Having
taken on a curatorial role, these platforms “serve as setters of norms, interpreters of laws, arbiters
of taste, adjudicators of disputes, and enforcers of whatever rules they choose to establish” [39].
Because the moderators9 who help achieve content curation are responsible for adjudicating what
millions of users see and, just as importantly, what they don’t see, they play an important role in
modern free speech and democratic culture. Indeed, the impacts of content regulation transcend
online experiences and the question of freedom of speech [53, 109]. Prior research has suggested
that failures in content regulation may cause irreversible professional damage [55, 109] or they
may result in disabled or elderly users losing the ability to communicate with their family networks
[109]. Therefore, it is important to study the processes that allow moderators to make complex
contextual choices and enact local social norms.
Some prior research has explored the work of moderators [5, 29, 31, 69, 97, 111]. For example,
Epstein and Leshed studied how moderators facilitate public deliberations on RegulationRoom, an
online platform for policy discussions, and found a strong need to automate more of the moderators’
work [31]. Diakopoulos and Naaman studied regulation of online news comments on the website
9 Note

that although regular users also contribute to content moderation by using flagging and reporting mechanisms, for
the rest of this paper, we use the term ‘moderators’ to refer to volunteer moderators with administrative power to manage
content and configure the communities they moderate.
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SacBee.com [29]. They found that although the moderators were concerned about handling a
large volume of comments on the site, they were reluctant to outsource the control of content
moderation. Moderators felt that outsiders might not have a locally meaningful understanding
of the issues to be able to make appropriate moderation decisions in hard cases [29]. We explore
how a similar inclination to maintain control affects the acceptance and use of Automod among
Reddit moderators. Most recently, Seering et al. studied volunteer moderators on Twitch, Reddit
and Facebook, and presented a systematic description of the full process of governance across
these multiple platforms [97]. We add to this rich body of research by focusing on moderators of
a single platform, Reddit, and their activities in a specific context—the interplay with automated
tools, aiming to glean transferable insights for moderation on all platforms.
A complementary line of research has focused on understanding the “emotional labor” [48] of
moderation work [30, 60, 61, 75, 77, 90, 91]. Sarah T. Roberts studied commercial content moderation
[90–92] and found that many social media companies use the services of workers who are dispersed
globally. She pointed out that the routine, factory-like nature of the work of content moderation
leads to burnout among many workers. Roberts also noted that the constant viewing of troubling
content takes an emotional toll on the workers, and they resist discussing their work with friends
and family to avoid burdening them [90]. In a similar vein, Kerr and Kelleher pointed out that
such workers have to perform the emotional labor of enacting an “apolitical, culturally nuanced
subjectivity” in their online work that may not align with their offline identity [60]. Several recent
media articles have also highlighted the emotional labor of moderation work [11, 12, 34, 89, 104].
We add to this literature by showing how automated content regulation on Reddit helps reduce
the workload of moderators and allows them to avoid viewing large volumes of offensive content.
We also discuss the trade offs of this reduction in emotional labor via the use of automated tools,
e.g., we discuss the problem of mistaken automated removal of posts that may contain offensive
language but are appropriate for the community in the context of their discussion.
A few researchers have focused on understanding content moderation on Reddit [17, 18, 32,
75, 77]. Fiesler et al. conducted a mixed-methods study of 100,000 subreddits and contributed a
comprehensive description of the type of rules that are enacted across Reddit [32]. Matias showed
how Reddit moderators respond to users’ complaints of censorship [75]. Kiene et al. studied the
role of moderators in welcoming newcomers to rapidly growing subreddits [61]. McGillicuddy et
al. studied the political and moral struggles that Reddit moderators face in their work [77]. They
emphasized the moderators’ awareness of their power over the community. We contribute to this
growing body of research on Reddit moderation by highlighting the role of technology in assisting
the work of content moderators. We distinguish our work from prior research on social dynamics
of Reddit moderators (e.g., [73, 75, 77]) by bringing to scrutiny the moderator interactions that are
related to the use of Automod. We also build upon our findings to discuss the design implications
for building mixed-initiative content regulation systems.
3.2

Automating Content Regulation

Regulating content usually involves making trade-offs between the goals of achieving high efficiency
and sustaining low costs [44]. It is possible that regulation systems can considerably prevent spam,
harassment and other forms of abuse on a large community if enough number of expert human
moderators are available to carefully review each post. But that may drive up the costs of moderation
to unacceptable levels. One potential solution to minimize such costs is to automate content
regulation. Recognizing this, some scholars have begun developing automated (often, machine
learning based) solutions to automate certain aspects of content regulation [28, 42, 45, 68, 94, 108].
For example, researchers have proposed computational approaches to identify hate speech [18],
pornography [98] and pro-eating disorder content [15]. Wulczyn et al. created a machine learning
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classifier trained on human-annotated data to identify personal attacks in online discussions on
Wikipedia [112]. Park et al. designed a visual analytic tool, CommentIQ, that can help moderators
select high-quality comments on online news sites at scale [85].
Alongside the growing scholarly interest in automated moderation, many platforms are also
increasingly deploying tools that automate the process of identifying problematic material and
taking appropriate moderation decisions [71]. For example, The Washington Post uses ModBot, a
software application that employs NLP and machine learning techniques, to automatically moderate
user-comments on news articles [58]. Although not machine-learning based, Reddit Automoderator
is an excellent example of automated systems that are widely embraced by online communities [78,
89]. There is optimism in the industry that AI and machine learning systems can eventually replace
the thousands of human workers who are currently involved in making moderation decisions, either
voluntarily or as paid workers [71]. Such systems also have the potential to execute moderation in
a much faster way than human moderators.
Despite the enthusiasm for automated moderation systems among social media platforms as well
as researchers, such systems face many challenges. Critics have argued that the currently available
AI technologies are not good at understanding the context of a given post, user or community
[71]. Therefore, they may end up resulting in many false positives10 , that is, posts that are not
problematic to the community get removed. Worse still, Blackwell et al. found that using automated
approaches to identify abusive language can result in situations where the concerns of only the
dominant groups are emphasized and existing structural inequalities are exacerbated [8]. These
systems are also vulnerable to the same challenges that human moderators face – many moderation
decisions are complex, subtle and contested, and different users may feel differently about the
appropriateness of the same content [39, 53].
Moderators of many subreddits configure and manage the Automod tool (see Section 2) as part of
content regulation [81]. While this solution is not machine learning (ML)-based, it still automates
moderation for a large number of posts and comments. In this paper, we investigate how moderators
use this tool and the benefits and limitations of using this tool. We study content regulation on
Reddit as a sociotechnical system [82]. This allows us to attend to the complexities generated by
the coupling between technical and social components of this system [84]. Through illuminating
the impact of automation on moderators and considering how these workers will need to develop
new skills in order to use more advanced moderation tools, our research adds to a broader literature
[49, 54, 56] on the future of work at the human-technology frontier [33].
Our work is related to Geiger and Ribes’ research on the use of software tools to enforce policies
and standards on Wikipedia [36]. They showed that bots on Wikipedia automatically revert edits
to its pages based on “criteria such as obscenity, patent nonsense, mass removal of content, and
various metrics regarding the user who made the edit.” Geiger and Ribes also found that assisted
editing programs show new edits to Wikipedia editors in queues and allow them to quickly perform
actions such as reverting edits or leaving a warning for the offending editor [36]. Our work adds
to this literature by describing the coordinated actions of moderators and automated tools in the
context of Reddit. Although there are substantial differences in design mechanisms, outputs of
content regulation, and functioning of software tools between Wikipedia and Reddit, Geiger and
Ribes’ work [36] provides an excellent point of comparison to our research on how human and
non-human work can be combined to facilitate content regulation.
10 We

call a post a true positive if the regulation system removes that post and the moderators consider that post removal
appropriate. Although it might seem counter-intuitive to use the term ‘true positive’ to denote a correctly removed post,
it highlights the focus of Reddit regulation system on removal of inappropriate content. Besides, this is in line with our
participants’ use of the term ‘true positive’ to refer to correct removals.
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Table 1. Activity level, date of creation and number of moderators for sampled subreddits
Subreddit
oddlysatisfying
politics
explainlikeimfive
space
photoshopbattles

4

Total comments

Creation date

# Moderators

180,978
14,391,594
964,821
795,186
300,369

May 15, 2013
Aug 06, 2007
Jul 28, 2011
Jan 26, 2008
Jan 19, 2012

22
37
38
23
23

METHODS

This study was approved by the Georgia Institute of Technology IRB. The study included 16 indepth, semi-structured interviews with Reddit moderators. Next, we provide the details of our
study design.
4.1

Selection of Subreddits

Prior research suggests that as communities grow, human-only moderation becomes increasingly
unfeasible, and the dependency on automated tools increases [7, 38, 90]. The first and fourth
authors’ long-term experiences as moderators on many large and small subreddits also indicate
that moderation becomes more demanding, complicated and involved as subreddits grow large.
Therefore, we decided to focus on large subreddits, aiming to unpack how automated mechanisms
help regulate large, active, long-running subreddits. To that end, we used a purposive sampling
approach to select participants for our study [79]. The power of this sampling lies in selecting
information-rich cases whose study illuminates the questions of interest [86]. We used this approach
to recruit participants who moderate large, high-traffic subreddits.
We began with a list of the 100 largest subreddits, as determined by their subscriber count,
available on the RedditMetrics website 11 . We sampled subreddits from this list that are at least five
years old, show high levels of activity (at least 100,000 comments posted in the period June 1 to
Dec 31, 201712 ) and reflect a diverse range of topics and moderation rules. Our sampled subreddits
include r/photoshopbattles, r/space, r/explainlikeimfive, r/oddlysatisfying and r/politics (Table 1).
We received permission from our participants to disclose the names of these subreddits. We chose
not to anonymyze the names of these subreddits because knowing the identity of these subreddits
is important to ground our research and help readers contextualize the nuances of our findings.
We observed about a hundred posts on each of these five subreddits and found that these communities reflect a wide range in the themes of conversations. These subreddits show some overlap
in their submission guidelines (e.g., all five subreddits ask users to “be civil” or “be nice”). However,
most guidelines on these subreddits directly reflect the focus and norms of the communities and
are therefore quite unique to them. For example, r/photoshopbattles has a list of seven rules about
the types of images that are allowed to be submitted, reflecting the focus of the subreddit on image
submissions. To take another example, a majority of rules on r/explainlikeimfive focuses on the
types of questions and explanations that are allowed to be posted on the subreddit. These subreddits
also differ in how sensitive and emotionally charged the discussions are. Therefore, selecting these
subreddits allowed us to gain insights into a diverse range of moderation practices that are related
to the use of automated mechanisms.
11 http://redditmetrics.com/top
12 We

retrieved this data by running SQL-like database queries on the public archives of Reddit dataset hosted on the Google
BigQuery platform [6].
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Interviews

We interviewed three moderators from each of the five subreddits selected in our sample so that we
could triangulate themes from multiple perspectives on the work of moderation for each subreddit
and attain a deeper understanding. In addition, we interviewed Chad Birch, a Reddit moderator
(past moderator of r/games; currently moderates r/automoderator) who created Automoderator.
We invited moderators to participate in semi-structured interviews with us by contacting them
through Reddit mail. We also met many Reddit moderators at CivilServant Community Research
Summit, a gathering of moderators and researchers held at the MIT Media Lab in Boston in January
2018, and recruited some moderators present who moderated any of the five subreddits in our
sample. Participation was voluntary and we did not offer any incentives.
In our interviews, to understand the role of Automod in context, we first asked participants
more general questions, such as how they became moderators and what typical tasks they engage
in while moderating. Next, we asked them questions about how they use automated moderation
mechanisms on their subreddit. We inquired about the type of conversations they try to foster in
their communities and how automated mechanisms help them attain their goals. We also discussed
with our interviewees how they coordinate with other moderators to configure automated regulation
tools and how the subreddit policies affect their use of these tools. Finally, we asked participants
about the limitations of automated tools and the challenges they face in using them.
Each interview session lasted between 30 and 90 minutes, and was conducted over the phone,
on Skype, or through chat. We contacted some participants for further clarification of their responses during the analysis stage. Although we attempted to get additional data such as Automod
configuration rules and moderation log (described in Section 2), our participants were hesitant
in providing us these data because they contain sensitive information. Even so, some moderators
calculated and sent us the proportions of moderation work done by Automod in their subreddit
(Table 3). Importantly, in their interviews with us, all our participants were forthright and provided
us many specific examples of how they use Automod and how they enforce different subreddit
rules. Therefore, we have primarily relied on our interview data to present our findings.
The first and fourth authors of this study collectively spent over 100 hours moderating multiple
large (e.g., r/science) and small (e.g., r/youtubers) subreddits over the last year to understand
the dynamics of Reddit moderation systematically. We supplemented our interview data with
participant-observation field notes [105] taken while moderating these subreddits.
4.3

Participants

Sixteen moderators participated in our study. All of our participants were male13 . Fifteen participants
reported being in their 20s or 30s, and one participant chose not to share his age. Although a
majority of our participants are from the US, we also interviewed moderators from UK, Ireland,
Canada, Australia, and India. Table 2 provides some demographic and moderation experience
related information about our participants. We use light disguise [9] in describing our participants
in this table and in our findings. Therefore, although we have omitted sensitive details to protect
the identity of our participants, some active members of their communities may be able to guess
who is being discussed. We also note that we have not anonymized Chad Birch, the creator of
Automod, after asking for his permission and to provide him credit for his work [10].
We note that our approach to subreddit selection introduced some limitations in our study.
Specifically, our results are based only on participants who moderate five large subreddits (in
addition to the creator of Automod). Although our participants moderate a variety of large as well
as small subreddits, our interviews mostly focused on moderation of large subreddits. Therefore,
13 We

discuss this limitation in Section 6.4.
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Table 2. Study Participants. This table provides the following information about our participants: the subreddit
in our sample that they moderate, their age, total number of subreddits that they currently moderate, and
their tenure as a moderator on the corresponding subreddit. If participants did not want to share certain
information or the data was unavailable, we have noted it with “NA”.
Subreddit
r/photoshopbattles
r/photoshopbattles
r/photoshopbattles
r/space
r/space
r/space
r/oddlysatisfying
r/oddlysatisfying
r/oddlysatisfying
r/explainlikeimfive
r/explainlikeimfive
r/explainlikeimfive
r/politics
r/politics
r/politics
r/Automoderator

Participant

Age

# of subs moderated

Tenure

PB1
PB2
PB3
Space1
Space2
Space3
OS1
OS2
OS3
ELIF1
ELIF2
ELIF3
Pol1
Pol2
Pol3
Chad

33
Late 20’s
NA
25
20-25
33
32
21
26
30
27
28
32
25
25-29
34

91
5
7
2
NA
11
28
12
8
8
8
3
8
12
5
8

2 years
4 years
5 years
1 year
NA
1 year
4 years
10 months
3 years
5 years
4 years
1 year
3 years
1 year
1 year
6 years

our findings should be interpreted as representative of moderation on large communities only.
Even though we focused on only five Reddit communities, conducting independent interviews with
three moderators from each community allowed us to check our participants’ interpretations of
events and processes against alternative explanations. It also helped us discover the properties and
dimensional ranges of relevant concepts in our analysis [102]. We also stress that our participants
were quite diverse in terms of their backgrounds, including their tenure as a moderator and the
number and types of communities they moderate.
4.4

Analysis

We fully transcribed the data from the interviews and read it multiple times. Next, we applied
interpretive qualitative analysis to all interview transcripts and field notes [79]. This process
entailed a rigorous categorization of data as we identified relevant patterns and grouped them into
appropriate themes. Our analysis began with “open coding” [19], in which we manually assigned
short phrases as codes to our data. This first round of coding was done on a line-by-line basis so that
codes stayed close to data. We gathered 481 first-level codes at this stage. Examples of first-level
codes include “40-50% of moderation action taken by Automod” and “Automod rule resulting in
many mistaken removals.”
Next, we conducted multiple subsequent rounds of coding and memo-writing. We engaged in
the continual comparison of codes and their associated data with one another. All the authors
discussed the codes and emerging concepts throughout the analysis. After the first round of coding
that closely followed the text, our next round of coding was more high level and resulted in codes
such as “Refining Automod rules over time” and “Finding Automod to have a steep learning curve.”
In subsequent rounds of coding, we combined and distilled our codes into seven key themes.
These themes included “Use of automated moderation tools other than Automod” (discussed in
Section 5.1), “Automod creation and incorporation into Reddit” (Section 5.2.1), “Utility of Automod”
(Section 5.2.2), “Use of Automod to enforce community guidelines” (Section 5.3), “Social dynamics
around the use of Automod” (Section 5.4.1), “Configuring Automod rules” (Section 5.4.2) and
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“Challenges of using Automod” (Section 5.5). In addition to the ones reported in this paper, themes
such as “Becoming/continuing to be a moderator” and “Recruiting new moderators” emerged but
were excluded in further analysis. Next, we present our findings.
5

FINDINGS

We now present our findings from our interviews with Reddit moderators. We begin with a
discussion of how Reddit moderators build, use and share a variety of automated tools. Following
this, we focus on the creation and use of Automod. First, we showcase the creation and incorporation
of Automod into Reddit, and highlight the utility of Automod for moderation teams. Next, we
outline the use of Automod for enforcing different types of community guidelines. We then present
our findings on the mechanics of Automod configuration. Finally, we discuss how Automod creates
new tasks for Reddit moderators.
5.1

Reddit Moderation Tools

Reddit moderators use a variety of moderation bots to automate removal of undesirable content.
Our participants told us that Reddit has an open and easy-to-use API that promotes the development
of such bots. One popular bot checks for whether a submitter has ‘flaired’14 a post. Another popular
bot called ‘Botbust’ identifies and bans Reddit bots that post spam or offensive content or comments
that provide no value to the community [14]. Yet another bot helps moderators use their phones
for moderating tasks by looking out for specially formatted comment tags left by them.
“What they’ll do for example is, they’ll have a bot that looks for a moderator leaving a
comment like, ‘!R1.’ If it sees a comment like that made by a moderator, that means, remove
this post for violating rule one. . . It lets the moderators do this big process of removing the
post, leaving an explanation comment, everything like that that would be very tedious to
do on mobile manually, just automatically by leaving a really short comment.” - Chad
We found that some moderators prefer to design and implement moderation bots from scratch.
Five participants told us that certain moderators on their subreddits create bots themselves so that
they can attend to the specific needs of the community. Pol1 pointed out that many subreddits
even recruit users who are adept at writing Reddit bots as moderators so that those users can help
automate various content regulation tasks. In a similar vein, PB2 noted:
“We have multiple bots that we have made ourselves to automate out tasks such as
catch[ing] plagiarism and detect[ing] reposts.”
While some moderators build bots from scratch, others frequently use tools made by other subreddits. Reddit moderators often moderate multiple subreddits (see Table 2) and develop relationships
with moderators of many communities. Our participants told us that they use their connections
with moderators from other subreddits to borrow tools and bots that improve content regulation
for their own communities. For example, PB2 said that r/photoshopbattles only allows submission
of images with reasonable quality but the community did not have any tools to automatically check
image attributes like image resolution. In order to automate checking image quality, the moderators
of r/photoshopbattles borrowed a bot from another subreddit and deployed it on their subreddit.
Similarly, OS3 said:
14 Flairs are usually used to arrange submissions into different categories. For example, r/science is a popular subreddit
where users post links to peer-reviewed research. Submitters are required to flair their posts by indicating the subject of
the research, e.g., Chemistry, Astronomy, Paleontology, etc. Flairs allow readers to quickly filter for posts that they are
interested in.
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“We are talking about using one of /r/technology bots that will help reduce the amount
of spam that we get. This was someone’s pet project so it has been tailored to specifically
what we want.”
This sharing of moderation tools indicates that social interactions between moderators of different
communities play a role in helping moderators discover and implement automated mechanisms for
improving content regulation. Indeed, lack of such informal interactions may lead to duplication
of efforts in creating moderation bots. Some participants told us that even though bots with
similar functionality may have been developed by moderators of other subreddits, a lack of central
repository of such bots forces them to develop their own tools from scratch.
“There is no binder with ‘Oh, you want to do this? Here’s the code for that!’ So, you will
often get duplicate efforts.” – Pol2
A complementary set of regulation tools includes those that don’t remove the content themselves but help moderators enact regulation tasks more efficiently. For example, a majority of
our participants use Reddit toolbox 15 , a browser add-on that provides many useful features such
as allowing moderators to remove a comment and all its replies with a single click, and tagging
pre-written reasons for removal when they remove a comment or post. Similar to many other
Reddit moderation bots, Reddit toolbox is also a product of voluntary work of users dedicated to
maintaining Reddit communities.
In summary, moderators on each subreddit use a wide variety of automated tools, largely
developed by volunteer Redditors, to enact content regulation. Given that different communities
have different moderation needs and require specific solutions, it is valuable for Reddit to have a
third-party API that developers can use to build customized tools. Next, we turn to our findings on
the introduction and use of Automoderator (or Automod). We dedicate the rest of our findings to
discussing this tool because it is the most widely used automated regulation tool on Reddit, and it
immensely affects Reddit moderation.
5.2

Introduction of Automod on Reddit

All subreddits in our sample allow every post to pass through by default and only remove a post
later if a moderator wishes to reject it. Although moderators have the capability to configure
settings so that only posts that get approved by the moderators appear on the site, this arrangement
is unsustainable on communities that experience heavy traffic.
“I don’t know of any big subreddits that do it because it would become untenable to
physically moderate every single post before it’s seen.” – Pol2
But allowing all posts to appear by default creates a potential for situations where undesirable
content is not removed. Many subreddits have a limited number of human moderators who only
moderate posts at certain times of the day. Before tools like Automod were available, subreddits
often had posts that were offensive or that violated the community rules, but they remained on the
site for hours despite many user complaints until a human moderator accessed Reddit and noticed
them. This lack of moderation often agitated the regulars of subreddits. Thus, there was a need to
create an automated tool that would remove at least the most egregious postings without human
intervention.
5.2.1 Automod Creation and Incorporation into Reddit. The original version of Automod was
voluntarily created by Chad Birch using Reddit API 16 in January 2012. Chad was inspired to create
this tool when he was a moderator on the r/gaming subreddit. He noticed that many of the tasks
15 https://www.reddit.com/r/toolbox/
16 https://www.reddit.com/dev/api/
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Fig. 2. An Automod configuration snippet written in YAML format. This rule labels all comments posted by
users having less than 1 comment karma score as spam and removes those comments, assigning ‘Low Karma’
as the removal reason. Exceptions include cases where the comment author is flaired (user flairs are digital
markers usually assigned by moderators to trusted users) or where the user comments in a thread submitted
by herself.

he did as a moderator were mechanical, e.g., checking the domain name of submitted posts to
see whether they belonged to any of the common suspicious sites, checking whether the post
submitter was a known bad actor, and looking out for some keywords that indicated that the post
should be removed. He felt that such tasks were amenable to be performed automatically. Following
this, he built the original Automod as a bot that could be set up with conditional checks, apply
these defined checks to all newly posted content and perform the configured actions such as post
removal and user ban if the checks were met [27]. These checks could be defined using regular
expressions, which allowed for defining patterns in addition to specific words. For example, one
subreddit configured Automod using the following regular expression to catch and remove many
homophobic slurs:
(ph|f)agg?s?([e0aio]ts?|oted|otry)
This single expression catches many slur words such as ‘phagot,’ ‘faggotry,’ ‘phaggoted,’ etc.
These check conditions could be combined in any manner and could also be inverted so that
any content not satisfying the condition could be approved or removed. Using these basic building
blocks, Automod could be used to develop a variety of capabilities (e.g., see Figure 2) such as
banning posts from suspicious domains, auto-approving submissions from users whose account age
and karma points 17 are higher than some threshold values, and removing user-reported comments
containing certain phrases.
Chad found that a significant amount of moderation work could be handled using these basic
configurations. He observed that implementing this tool in the r/gaming subreddit drastically
reduced the amount of human moderation needed to regulate that subreddit. Seeing this, he offered
the use of Automod to various other subreddits [27]. Thereafter, Automod quickly became popular
on many communities.
Eventually, Automod was officially adopted by Reddit in March 2015 and offered to all the
subreddits. Currently, each subreddit has its own wiki page for configuring Automod rules [3]. This
page is accessible only to the moderators of that subreddit. Moderators can define the rules for
their subreddit on this page in YAML format [4], and these rules go into effect immediately after
they are configured. Figure 2 shows an example of Automod rule that instantly removes comments
17 Reddit

karma are digital reward points that users gain by posting popular content.
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Table 3. Automod removal rate - % of removed comments (and submissions) that were removed by Automod
over a month. These values were reported by our participants.
Subreddit
r/oddlysatisfying
r/photoshopbattles
r/politics
r/explainlikeimfive

For comments

For submissions

29.28%
81%
79.86%
57.89%

4.95%
66%
33.66%
72.78%

posted by users with low karma. Reddit’s official adoption of Automod further contributed to its
popularity.
“When it [Automod] became an option on the site for the subreddit settings, it was infinitely
easier to set up, and it became in-house, so it was a little bit more reliable.” – Pol2
“I think, putting it in control of people directly made a big difference. . . they feel a lot better
being able to know, ‘Okay, I have this configuration. If it starts doing things that I don’t
want it to, I can just wipe this page out and it’ll stop.’ ” – Chad
Similarly, many other participants told us that they value the level of control that Automod
provides them. Even when Automod mistakenly removes posts, they can usually recognize the
syntactic setting that caused that removal, and change that setting to avoid similar mistakes in the
future. In contrast, more advanced automated systems that use machine learning or neural nets
may not be able to provide such specific causal understanding of their decisions to the moderators.
The popularity of Automod and its eventual official adoption by Reddit highlights the value of
moderation tools developed by volunteers users. Next, we discuss how the introduction of Automod
helped improve the efficiency of content regulation.
5.2.2 Utility of Automod. Automod can be configured to handle removal of undesirable submissions
and comments separately. We discuss the automated removal of submissions and comments together
in this paper. This is done because our analysis suggests that they are both configured using similar
regex patterns and they present similar benefits and challenges.
After Automod was introduced, moderators were able to enforce their subreddit rules more
effectively and efficiently. For example, many moderators configured rules that auto-removed posts
which received more than a certain threshold of user complaints. This allowed the moderators to
regulate their subreddit even when human moderators were not proactively monitoring new posts
and comments throughout the day.
“Reddit moves so quickly that once a post is a day old, it is just irrelevant to even moderate
it at that point. It was really nice to have that automated in some ways. . . [Automod]
allowed certain things like strict title formatting and stuff to become possible because
before, a subreddit could never really have very strict title requirements or anything just
because you would need a moderator to manually enforce those title requirements and it
would never happen.” – Chad
All of our participants told us that they consider Automod an indispensable tool in their work,
especially for moderating large subreddits. Table 3 shows the proportion of all removed submissions
and comments that were removed by Automod on different subreddits over the period of a month,
as reported by our participants. Although we couldn’t obtain this breakdown between submissions
and comments for the r/space subreddit, Space3 told us that Automod does 40-50% of all moderation
actions on the r/space subreddit. ELIF1 pointed out:
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“Extensive Automod rules is the only reason it’s possible to moderate ELIF with the number
of people [human moderators] we have been able to get to help us.”
Similarly, Pol2 said:
“It’s so powerful! I mean, most subreddits have thousands of lines of this code that takes a
lot of the menial work out of it . . . If it was to go away at some point, subreddits would
become horribly moderated, and basic things would just grind to a halt.”
Some participants noted that since many inappropriate postings on Reddit are made by new
users who may not be aware of the rules and norms of the community, a key advantage of Automod
is that it can be used to gently nudge these users in the correct direction and to influence them to
confirm to the standards of the community. This is because moderators can configure Automod to
provide explanations for content removals to the users who posted them. Figure 3 shows an example
of an explanation comment posted by Automod. Our participants told us that such explanations
usually provide detailed descriptions of the subreddit rule the submitter has violated and the steps
that can be taken to avoid such removals in the future. Participants noted that such explanations
are often effective in helping users understand the social norms of the community. For example,
PB2 said:
“A lot of the time, it is just easier to follow the rules, and people that don’t want to waste
their time tend to conform to our requirements rather than go through the hassle.”
Over time, Automod has become an integral and indispensable part of the content regulation
system on Reddit. It executes a large amount of menial work previously done by human moderators,
and helps new users understand the norms of the subreddit. Next, we discuss how the syntactic
configurations of Automod allow subreddits to automatically enforce some of their submission
guidelines but not others.

Fig. 3. A comment posted by Automod in response to its removal of a submission on r/photoshopbattles.
Automod on r/photoshopbattles has been configured to automatically detect submissions that do not begin
with ‘PsBattle:’, remove those submissions, and post this message as reason for removal.

5.3

Use of Automod to Enforce Community Guidelines

Community guidelines play an essential role in shaping the community and its moderation. They
not only establish standards for how the users should behave on the subreddit, but they also set
expectations for what users can count on from the moderation team. These guidelines (often called
subreddit rules) directly affect how Automod is configured. That is, Automod rules are often created
so that they can help ensure compliance with these guidelines.
“We have our rules in place and we make Automod conform to them as much as possible.”
– ELIF2
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For example, the submission guideline #1 on r/photoshopbattles says, “All titles must begin
with PsBattle:” 18 To ensure that users comply with this rule, moderators on r/photoshopbattles
have configured an Automod rule that detects and removes all submissions that don’t begin with
‘PsBattle:’ (see Figure 3). Here, it is worth noting that Automod not only removes an undesirable
submission, it also automatically provides the poster the reason for removal, thereby serving an
educational role [109]. Similarly, Automod helps ensure compliance with the r/explainlikeimfive
guideline #10: “All Posts Must Begin With “ELI5.”
“We already were reasonably strict in our rules, and a few of them were very easy to
implement as Automod rules right out of the gate. The most obvious is that posts must
start with “ELIF:” in our sub. We frequently removed posts without that prefix and asked
them to repost it, and then suddenly Automod could do that perfectly and instantly with
no work.” – ELIF1
As another example, the r/politics guideline # 3: “Submissions must be from domains on the
whitelist” requires that users should only post links from a specified list of websites that are
considered appropriate for the subreddit19 . The r/politics moderators ensure compliance with this
guideline by configuring an Automod rule that checks whether each submission links to one of
the domains on the whitelist. Another r/politics Automod rule guarantees compliance with the
submission guideline #9: “Do not use “BREAKING” or ALL CAPS in titles” by checking for each
submission whether its title contains all uppercase letters or if it contains the word “BREAKING.”
While the above examples illustrate cases where Automod rules were created to enforce compliance with the existing guidelines, we also found a few instances where subreddit guidelines
were specifically created to make content regulation easier to operationalize using Automod. For
example, r/oddlysatisfying created a rule that requires submitters to describe the content shown in
the image they submit in their post title. Enforcing this rule provides more information for Automod
to detect and remove posts that are unsuitable for the r/oddlysatisfying community. Participant
OS1 explained how this rule helped ease the workload of moderators:
“The title rule helped make it easier to mod[erate] as it sped up the process of removing
something that was NSFW20 or had no purpose in the sub without having to look at or
click every single submission.”
Here, we see how a community guideline was created to facilitate automated processing and
alleviate the work of content moderators. This guideline, however, increases the input required
of end-users by requiring them to provide a description of their image submissions. This is an
example of how adopting automated tools to ease the work of moderators can create additional
burdens on other stakeholders.
We found some variations in how different subreddits configure and use Automod. In Section 5.2.2,
we showed the differences in the proportion of actions taken by Automod on various subreddits.
Our interviews provided us additional insights. For example, OS2 told us that r/oddlysatisying
uses Automod only to detect “bad and threatening language.” In contrast, PB1 informed us that
r/photoshopbattles configures Automod to help facilitate more sophisticated content curation, e.g.,
“Photoshops Only Mode” threads that only allow comments that are photoshopped versions of the
image in original submission. In this case, Automod is configured to remove any comments that
don’t link to an image hosting site.
18 This

guideline helps distinguish r/photoshopbattles images from other pictures when they appear on the Reddit front
page along with images from other subreddits.
19 This whitelist is available at https://www.reddit.com/r/politics/wiki/whitelist.
20 Not Safe For Work
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“I set the thread to “Photoshops Only Mode” when the thread reaches 150 comments. That
way, AutoModerator takes care of off-topic chains for me.” – PB1
Not all policy guidelines are equally amenable to be enforced using Automod configurations.
Moderators of every subreddit in our sample pointed out the grey areas in their guidelines that
require subjective interpretations, and they consider such guidelines harder to implement using
Automod. For example, ELIF3 told us that r/explainlikeimfive moderators do not rely on Automod
to enforce four (out of ten) subreddit guidelines21 because they require a level of interpretation that
are beyond the capabilities of Automod, e.g. guideline #4: “Explain for Laypeople” and guideline #5:
“Explanations Must Be Objective.” Instead, human moderators review all comments to ensure that
these guidelines are followed.
A majority of our participants also noted that Automod rules are unable to consider context
when making moderation decisions. For example, certain words or phrases can be used in multiple
settings – their use may be acceptable to moderators in some contexts but not in others. Space1
described how Automod removed a comment containing the term “shit” that he had to manually
approve:
“Somebody talked about how they’ve “read this shit” in an explanation of their longstanding fascination with a topic. People that use that word tend to use it in mean-spirited or
unserious comments, but this was an example where it’s just for emphasis.” – Space1
A few participants told us that their subreddits prohibit hate speech, but when moderating
content posted to the subreddit, they sometimes find it difficult to determine whether a given
comment should be considered hate speech or not. They try to attain a balance between allowing
users to freely exchange ideas and prohibiting dialogue that make some users feel attacked or
unsafe. In pursuit of this balance, however, participants find it challenging to use Automod to
enforce guidelines prohibiting offensive behavior. For example, ELIF1 shared:
“Our #1 rule is “Be nice,” and we take that very seriously. That’s definitely something
that requires some interpretation. Someone saying “Way to be an idiot” is not nice. But is
someone saying, “the way this works is X, people who think it works like Y are idiotic” not
nice?”
Knowing these limitations, moderators generally tend to configure Automod in a way that allows
decisions that are less ethically ambiguous to be made automatically. Posts that are caught by
Automod are removed as soon as they are posted, but many undesirable posts remain that are later
removed by human moderators when they are reviewed. As a result, the use of Automod offloads
some of the work of human moderators and frees them up for other tasks, e.g., making moderation
decisions on posts that are harder to adjudicate.
“The goal of Automoderator is to get rid of the clear-cut things that you don’t need a
human to do. You can just look at the text and go, hey yeah, it’s against the rules.” – Pol2
“Automod does a lot of filtering of the worst stuff for us...It makes things easier and less
stressful. We don’t have to be trolling every thread for the worst stuff to get removed.” –
Space1
As the above quotes indicate, the use of Automod not just decreases the total amount of work
that moderators need to do, it also reduces the emotional labor of moderators by minimizing their
exposure to violent or offensive content.
Automod can be configured to either directly remove a post or triage it to a queue where human
moderators can review that post. When Automod is used to flag a post for human review, the default
decision (configurable in Automod) can be to either allow the concerned post or to automatically
21 https://www.reddit.com/r/explainlikeimfive/wiki/detailed_rules
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remove it until a human moderator gets to review that content. Therefore, the use of Automod
provides some flexibility even when making difficult decisions. For example, OS2 described a
scenario in which Automod flags accounts for human review:
“Basically if a user’s account is under X days old or has less than X karma, it will be
automatically placed in the report queue to make sure it’s not a spammer.” – OS2
To sum up, Automod is well adept at enforcing some of the policy guidelines but not others.
Subreddits still have to depend on human moderators to enforce guidelines that require subjective
interpretation. This highlights the gap between what the syntactic instantiation of Automod rules
can do and what the subreddit policies that are at a semantic level require. Next, we discuss the
factors that influence how Automod is configured.
5.4

Mechanics of Automod Configuration

Given that adding or changing any rule of Automod can affect the moderation status of a large
number of posts, we explored in our analysis how the decisions to edit Automod rules are made
and who makes these edits.
5.4.1 Social Dynamics. Our interviews suggest that only a few moderators in each subreddit take
on the responsibility of actively configuring Automod rules because it is difficult for others to
understand how to configure it.
“All the active mods in ELIF can edit Automod, but few do because it’s complicated, and
our Automod config is pretty huge.” – ELIF1
Participant PB2 told us that he has handled most of the Automod coding of r/photoshopbattles
for the past 4.5 years. Although that subreddit has a couple of other moderators who know how
to program Automod, the rest of the moderation team considers PB2 a single point of control for
managing Automod code. PB2 described that this arrangement allows the subreddit to identify and
debug errors in Automod configurations more efficiently. He elaborated:
“I am a single point of control because [otherwise] if Automod starts going wrong then I
have no idea what the issue is or how to fix it . . . Standards and good general practice make
things easier to maintain but any time you get a group of people working on the same
code without strict control, things get messy. It has just happened that I just handle it.”
In line with this, some participants from other subreddits told us that they are not informed
of most of the changes in Automod configuration. They stressed, however, that they have the
authority to reverse the decisions made by Automod if they deem them to be in error. For example,
Space1 stated:
“I am not always consulted as to what Automod will filter, but I can always override
Automod.”
Six of our participants reported editing Automod rules. Participants with little knowledge or prior
experience of editing Automod reported making only minor changes to existing Automod rules. For
example, if there is an Automod rule that removes posts containing any word from a list of swear
words, novice moderators feel comfortable adding another swear word to that list. This is because,
as our participants pointed out, they have noticed Automod removing comments containing any
swear word already on the list. They therefore recognize that their addition of a new swear word
to the Automod rule will activate similar removals of all subsequent user comments containing
that word. These moderators restrict themselves to making only minor changes, however, so as to
ensure that their changes to Automod do not create errors in the functioning of Automod or result
in unanticipated moderation actions. For example, OS3 said:
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“I don’t get too involved with Automod. I know how to do the basic stuff, but not the coding
side of things.”
In addition to restricting themselves to making only minor changes, novice moderators also
usually inform the entire moderator team of the changes they make to Automod rules so that moderators with more experience of editing Automod can undo those changes, if required. Participants
also told us that when they make changes to Automod rules, they often add documentation on the
reasons for those changes as comments in the Automod code. Thus, moderators self-calibrate their
skills at configuring Automod and practice care when making any changes to Automod rules.
As another example of moderators practicing care in their work, moderators often decide how to
add or change any Automod rule based on their expectations of the number of posts that rule will
affect. For example, Pol1 told us that when he makes changes that are not expected to affect too
many additional posts, he makes such configuration edits either by himself or by consulting with a
few moderators. On the other hand, when he adds another domain to the white list of domains22 ,
this addition is discussed and voted upon by all the moderators before it is configured in Automod.
This is because it is expected that many new posts may link to the domain in question and adding
a rule to allow such posts may substantially affect the content available on the subreddit.
Participants from each subreddit in our sample noted that the moderator teams sometimes
deliberate over the issues around the configuration of Automod rules in communication channels
like Slack and Discord. However, such discussions are relatively rare. For example, ELIF1 said:
“I don’t think we’ve really had a discussion about Automod in a while. I see it like a mop
for janitors. It’s necessary, and you use it all the time, but there isn’t really much to discuss
about it.”
Half of our participants complained that Automod has a significant learning curve. Even moderators who understand regular expressions do not often use the advanced capabilities of Automod
such as checking multiple conditions before triggering a rule. They either do not realize such
configurations are possible or consider crafting such configurations too difficult. For example, Pol1
said:
“It’s not necessarily user-friendly. . . it almost entirely functions on regex, and its own little
quirks and syntax to implement things so it can take some time for people to get decent at
using it. There are a lot of mods whose eyes glaze over when having to work with it and
[they] would rather do something else.”
As a result of the steep learning curve of configuring Automod, some moderators with little or no
prior experience of editing Automod rely on other moderators for making the requisite changes. For
example, ELIF2 told us that moderators who do not know how to configure Automod often request
other expert moderators to make changes in the configuration. ELIF2 argued that complying with
such requests added new responsibilities over moderators who take on the job of editing Automod
without conferring any additional power or benefits to them. He further explained:
“Honestly, I feel like the mods who know more about bots get run over a bit. “Hey we need
to add this, will @xyz or @yzz help please?” on Slack, or whatever.”
We found that moderators do not reveal the details of exactly how Automod works to their users.
For example, the wiki page for Automod rules is not accessible to regular users by default. Our
participants told us that although Reddit provides them the ability to make this wiki page public,
they choose not to do so to avoid additional work and to ensure that bad actors don’t game the
Automod rules and post undesirable content that Automod cannot detect.
22 As

mentioned before, r/politics subreddit has set up a rule in Automod to allow only those submissions that link to one of
the configured whitelist of domains.
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“If you know what exactly is in the [Automod] code, then it is easily bypassed/exploited.
Users with the inclination could figure out how to attack us maliciously or spam unhindered.” – PB2
“It would be a massive pain in the ass to have it public, because it would require regular
published updates, and we’d end up having to explain each modification to at least one of
the few people complaining about censorship.” – ELIF2
This necessary lack of transparency creates tensions between the moderators and the community.
Many users are not aware of the presence of Automod, and posters whose comments are removed
are usually not shown whether their comment was removed by Automod or a human moderator.
Therefore, when users’ comments get mistakenly removed by Automod, they often attribute such
removals to human moderators and consider them unreasonable. Participant Pol2 explained:
“It will be this big, incredible comment, and 98% of it will be, boy, this guy did his research,
and he’s doing good work, but it will get caught [by Automod] by something he says, and
get removed. In those cases, it can turn into users thinking, ‘Some moderators are filtering
my speech — they don’t like what I’m saying!’ ”
By contrast, we observed that on many subreddits, when Automod removes a submission, the
poster is notified that their submission was removed automatically. This is usually done through
a comment to the removed submission authored by Automod (e.g., see Figure 3) or through
automatically flairing the submission with a short removal reason [52]. Thus, moderators negotiate
in distinct ways which aspects of the use of Automod they reveal to their users and how. This is an
example of added responsibility and decision-making that moderators are obliged to perform when
they adopt Automod.
5.4.2 Need for Careful Curation of Automod Rules. A majority of our participants felt that the
utility of Automod largely depends on how its configuration rules are set up. Some moderators
who are not too familiar with using regular expressions end up writing rules that are too broad
and remove content that they didn’t intend to remove.
“Sometimes, mods implement rules that accidentally remove too many things. In those
cases, after a user has asked us to review a removal, I’ve gone back and refined the
[Automod] rule to better capture what we’re looking for. Regex (what the rules are made
with) can be tricky.” – ELIF1
Automod does not provide any feedback on the number of times a specific rule has been triggered.
If the moderators don’t pay attention to how their Automod rules affect the moderation on the
subreddit by tracking the content that is being automatically removed, it may take them a while
to realize the occurrence of unintended post removals. Seven participants from four different
subreddits expressed their desire to get additional information about how Automod operates. They
argued that analyzing statistical data about how different rules of Automod affect content regulation
would allow them to fine-tune Automod configurations more efficiently.
“A poorly phrased regex bit can make something that looks like it shouldn’t trigger on a
post, trigger. But ... how do I know which one of the thirty five Automod rules did it? How
do I know which part of the post made the trigger? ... I want to know which rules were
invoked for which posts, how frequently, etc. - both in aggregate and on individual posts.”
– ELIF2
“If there was an easier way to see each removal reason and just a sampling of the comments
that were removed for that removal reason, that would be pretty powerful. It would give
you a better way to check your work.” – Pol2
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Moderators often rely on user reports to understand when an Automod configuration triggers
too many unintentional side-effects. Although such user reports can allow moderators to correct
their configurations, such mistakes create dissatisfaction among users.
“There was also a lot of users that were quite upset about it simply because they call it
basically the censorship bot because it can just remove anything immediately with no
ability for people to reason with it or convince them that it’s the wrong decision.” - Chad
Three of our participants showed concern that many moderators focus on minimizing false
negatives rather than false positives. In other words, moderators try to ensure that Automod is
configured to catch as many undesirable posts and comments as possible, but they don’t pay enough
attention to whether Automod removes content that should not have been removed.
“I think, one of the things that bothered me before I was a moderator and complained
about a lot was the false positives. Like, half the time, the Automoderator would have
automatic comment removals if your comment had the word “homo” in it. But homo is
not just a gay slur; it’s also the genus of human beings – homo sapiens – so if you would
write a comment using the word “homo sapiens” in it, your comment would be removed.” –
Space3
Here, we see that the moderators focus more on bad actors being punished, but ignore cases
where good members are wronged. But the health of a community may be reliant on the latter just as
much as on the former because undeserved punishment risks creating chilling effect and ultimately
drives members away [55]. Additionally, as we will discuss below (Section 5.5), false positives
also result in many user complaints, which consequently increases the moderators’ workload of
responding to those complaints.
In summary, since Automod only allows configuring keyword-based rules, the moderators have
to make tradeoffs between (1) removing all posts that use the keyword in question including the
posts that are acceptable or (2) not constituting a rule for that keyword and manually removing
posts that are unacceptable, thereby increasing the work of human moderators. Thus, the use of
Automod complicates the value-laden issues involved in content regulation.
5.5

Automod Creates New Tasks for Moderators

Although Automod certainly helps moderators to deal with the challenges of content regulation,
its efficient deployment requires the moderator team to take on a set of new tasks in addition to
configuration of Automod rules. We discuss these tasks in this section.
5.5.1 Regular Updating of Automod Rules. Participants told us that Automod rules on their subreddit have become more refined over time as the moderators continue tuning them to attain more
accurate automated regulation decisions. Still, updating these rules is a continuous process - user
content changes with the influx of new users and changes in cultural trends, and new requirements
for automating specific moderation tasks are identified and configured for in Automod. Thus,
Automod incorporates the historical evolution of the expectations for postings on each subreddit.
“95% of our Automod [code] changes are probably just adding, removing or refining items
based on current events.” – ELIF1
“Modifications to Automod code tend to come up on an as-need basis. If something slips
by an existing rule, then the code for it is bolstered to cover that hole.” – PB2
The wiki page for Automod rules records the history of each edit. This allows each subreddit to
keep track of which moderators make what modifications to its Automod configuration. It also
helps ensure that moderators who make any changes to Automod rules are accountable for their
actions. It additionally allows quick reversion of any Automod rule changes, if needed.
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Fig. 4. This comment shows the commenter’s attempt to avoid detection by Automod. When ELIF1 noticed
this comment, he banned the commenter from r/explainlikeimfive subreddit. We have blotted usernames in
the figure to preserve anonymity.

5.5.2 Preventing Users from Circumventing Automod. Our participants recognized that Reddit users
can easily evade Automod rules by identifying the rule that triggers removals and use tactics like
creative misspellings to bypass that rule. Therefore, they make efforts to guard against deliberate
circumvention of Automod rules. As we discussed in Section 5.4.1, moderators do not provide users
access to the wiki page where Automod rules are configured. Moderators of r/explainlikeimfive
and r/photoshopbattles told us that they ban users who try to evade being caught by Automod.
For example, ELIF1 banned the user who posted the comment shown in Figure 4 because that user
clearly attempted to bypass the Automod rule for removing any comments that are too short in
length. In fact, some Automod rules on r/explainlikeimfive are configured to detect attempts to
evade other rules and notify the moderators so that they can take appropriate actions against the
suspected user.
5.5.3 Correcting False Positives. As we discussed in Section 5.4, moderators tend to focus on
minimizing false negatives rather than false positives. As a result, Automod can often remove
postings that do not violate community guidelines. Our participants reported that a bulk of their
moderation mail contained complaints from new users about mistakes made by Automod. This
creates additional work for the moderators by requiring them to respond to user complaints about
the false positives of Automod’s decisions.
“Valid complaints are usually about our bots getting a false positive for their issue as we
have them set up pretty tight to make sure certain things don’t slip by.” – PB2
Thus, while using Automod allows moderators to offload a lot of their work and enact content
regulation more efficiently, it also requires moderators to develop new skills like configuring
Automod rules and conduct additional activities like defending against deliberate avoidance of
Automod filters and correcting false positives. Since these new tasks are not trivial, the use of
Automod creates new challenges of training and coordination among moderators.
In summary, although Reddit moderators can regulate their communities without using any automated tools, the use of these tools makes their work more convenient and manageable. The
combination of natural human abilities of moderators with the capacities of external components
like Automod and Reddit toolbox forms a system that performs the existing function of content
regulation more efficiently [59]. In their research on the use of automated tools in Wikipedia
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governance, Geiger and Ribes noted that “the delegation of certain tasks to these tools makes
certain pathways of action easier for vandal fighters and others harder” [36]. Similarly, we found
that using automated tools on Reddit changes the underlying activity of content regulation and
raises new challenges (such as preventing users from evading Automod rules) that moderators
need to grapple with.
6

DISCUSSION

Our research extends prior work on content moderation by drawing attention to the automated
regulation tools that moderators use. We describe the sociotechnical practices that shape the use
of these tools. We also highlight how these tools help workers maintain their communities. Our
analytic approach has allowed us to identify the limitations of current automated systems and
recognize the important design challenges that exist in attaining successful moderation. In this
section, we describe these challenges and limitations. We also propose solutions that may help
address them. Furthermore, we discuss what other communities that incorporate automated tools
in their regulation systems may learn from our research.
6.1

Facilitating Development and Sharing of Automated Regulation Tools

Centralized moderation tools and mechanisms are often developed using universalist design principles and practices that assume that the ‘default’ imagined users belong to the dominant social
groups [25]. Yet, these official moderation tools may not be able to satisfy the requirements of all
communities [55]. Moderators are well-poised to identify these social-technical gaps [1] because
they work closely with their communities and can recognize the specific needs of their users that
official moderation tools do not satisfy. Therefore, mechanisms that allow these moderators to
develop and deploy regulation tools that meet the unique requirements of their communities can
substantially improve content regulation.
One such mechanism is to provide moderators an API access to the community data. Our findings
suggest that the open and flexible API provided by Reddit platform has encouraged the development
of a wide variety of automated tools. Volunteer users frequently create moderation bots that tailor
to their community and improve its regulation. Similar to this, Jhaver et al. found that Twitter
blocklists, a third-party moderation tool developed by volunteer users on Twitter helped enhance
the experiences of many marginalized users by allowing them to curate content in ways that
were not possible through centralized moderation mechanisms officially offered by Twitter [55].
Therefore, we recommend that more platforms should consider providing API access that volunteer
developers can use to build and deploy automated regulation bots that meet the specific needs of
their communities. Opening up content regulation to third-party developers should also encourage
implementation and testing of creative new ideas for community management.
We found that Reddit moderators spend considerable time and efforts developing bots to improve
content regulation for their own subreddit using automated mechanisms. But bots that are valuable
for one community can also bring immense value to regulation of other communities. For example,
we saw that although Automod was initially developed for r/gaming subreddit, it eventually became
an indispensable part of the Reddit regulation system. Still, as we discussed in our findings, there
is no central repository of all the automated tools that moderators can directly use. Moderators
only come to know about such tools through their contacts with moderators in other subreddits.
This results in duplicate effort on the part of bot developers. To avoid such duplication, platforms
like Reddit should encourage volunteer developers to build tools that can be quickly adapted to
enact regulation in other similar settings. Platforms may also promote sharing of such tools on a
centralized repository so that other moderators can directly access them and adapt them for their
own communities.
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The Need for Performance Data

Our findings show that there is lack of accessible data on how well the automated parts of regulation
systems on Reddit work. Currently, Automod does not provide any visibility into the number of
times each rule has been triggered. This is problematic because rules added to Automod sometimes
have unintended effects. We found that because of the absence of easy visibility into Automod
behavior, moderators often have to rely on user reports to identify the occurrence of unintended
post removals. This highlights the importance of flagging mechanisms [26] and contributions of
users to content regulation [66] even in systems that rely on automated tools. Yet, as our findings
show, mistakes made by Automod can frustrate the users affected.
To facilitate quick discovery of Automod mistakes, we recommend that designers build audit
tools that provide moderators visibility into the history of how each Automod rule affects the
moderation on the subreddit. Such visibility would allow moderators to edit Automod rules if
required and control its actions more closely. Audit tools could also be enhanced to show moderators
the potential consequences of creating a new rule by simulating application of that rule on already
existing data in sandpit type environments. If moderators are able to visualize the type of comments
that would be removed by creation of a new rule, they would be better positioned to avoid crafting
broad rules that result in many false positives.
We expect that the same principle also applies to automated regulation on systems other than
Reddit. It is vital for human moderators to understand how different configurations of automated
regulation systems affect the curation of their sites. As our findings show, moderators want the
ability to quickly locate the settings that result in undesirable regulation decisions and fix them.
Therefore, automated systems should be designed so that moderators have detailed visibility into
how automation affects content curation. Moderators should also be able to tune the configurations
of such systems at a granular level and maintain control over how these systems work.
While the provision of performance data, as discussed above, is important to evaluate automated
moderation, it should be noted that systematic evaluation of moderation records, in general, is a
non-trivial endeavor. A thorough evaluation would require sampling and reviewing of posts that
have been allowed to be kept up as well as posts that have been removed - either by automated tools
or by a human moderator. For each moderation action, different moderators may have different
views of whether that action is appropriate - such conflicts and disagreements are part of the
political process of enacting moderation. In addition, it is possible that a majority of users may
disagree with the moderators’ decisions. Thus, post-hoc evaluation of content moderation records
as a social practice has many critical concerns that need careful examination, and is a ripe area for
future research.
We also found that only a few technically adept moderators can configure Automod, and many
subreddits are unable to tap into the full potential of Automod. This is similar to Geiger and Ribes’
finding on automated regulation in Wikipedia that while many “workarounds are possible, they
require a greater effort and a certain technical savvy on the part of their users” [36]. Therefore,
we recommend that automated systems be designed in such a way that moderators can easily
understand and configure their settings. This would allow more moderators to engage with automated systems, and facilitate conditions where a larger share of moderators can influence content
curation using automated tools.
6.3

Human versus Automated Moderation Systems

Our analysis shows that identifying tasks that should be automated and configuring tools to perform
those tasks is crucial for Reddit moderators’ ability to maintain their communities, especially as
the communities grow large. This finding is consistent with Epstein and Leshed’s observation
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that automation of maintenance tasks like detecting and addressing incivility have been critical to
scaling up the RegulationRoom23 deliberation environment [31]. While automation is crucial to
support the growth of online communities, accurate automated detection is not an easy task. It
is arguably impossible to make perfect automated moderation systems because their judgments
need to account for the context, complexity of language and emerging forms of obscenity and
harassment, and they exist in adversarial settings [76] where they are vulnerable to exploitation by
bad actors.
Automating moderation not only facilitates scalability, it also enables consistency in moderation
decisions. In a recent Data & Society report, Robyn Caplan noted that many companies tend to
formalize their logic in order to address regulation concerns more consistently [13]. These companies
transform content moderation standards into hard-coded training materials for new workers as well
as automated flagging systems. This is in line with how moderation criteria on Reddit are specified
as fixed regular expressions in Automod rules. Although hard-coding moderation criteria facilitates
scalability and consistency of moderation systems, such transformation of content moderation
values can end up being insensitive to the individual differences of content, for example, when
distinguishing hate speech from newsworthiness [13]. These failures to address context issues
can have serious consequences, e.g., persistence of misinformation campaigns on Facebook or
WhatsApp that arguably contributed to violence in Myanmar [101].
More advanced automated systems that use machine learning models, especially those based
on deep-learning frameworks, currently cannot provide specific reasons for why each removed
comment or post was removed. Advances in human-understandable machine learning may help
address this problem in the future [64]. Currently, our findings show that moderators adopt Automod
because they can directly control how it works by editing its configuration. They can understand
the mistakes made by Automod by observing the keywords that triggered those mistakes and
explain such mistakes to placate dissatisfied users. Prior research has also shown how retaining
control over content regulation is important to the moderators [29].
Therefore, we caution researchers and designers that although AI moderation systems are
invaluable for managing many moderation tasks and reducing workload [99], deploying such
systems without keeping any humans in the loop may disrupt the transparency and fairness in
content moderation that so many users and moderators value. This is in line with speculations made
by other researchers that machine-learning driven moderation approaches are inherently risky
because they may “drive users away because of unclear or inconsistent standards for appropriate
behavior” [96]. Additionally, we found that only a small number of moderators in each subreddit
configure Automod because others do not have the technical expertise to make such configurations.
The use of more complex machine learning tools can further raise the bar for users who can
moderate online communities while also disproportionately increasing the workload of moderators
who can work with those tools. Thus, platforms should consider that they may lose valuable
moderators when moving to systems that heavily rely on machine learning tools.
Designers and moderators must recognize that the use of automated regulation systems fundamentally changes the work of moderators. For example, when subreddits use Automod, moderators’
work becomes constrained to adjudicate only those postings that are not caught and removed by
Automod. Moreover, it creates additional tasks that require technical expertise such as regular
updating of Automod rules and preventing users from circumventing Automod. We confirm the
finding of Seering et al. [97] that Automod sometimes adds to the work of moderators because they
have to manually approve content mistakenly removed by Automod. Therefore, when moderators
incorporate new automated mechanisms in their content regulation systems, they should anticipate
23 http://regulationroom.org
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new tasks and prepare to execute and train for those tasks. More generally, while moderators and
new automated systems may co-evolve and adapt to each other, it is still important to consider
the resulting social-technical gaps as CSCW problems and make efforts to “round off the edges” of
coevolution [1, 88].
We found that Reddit moderators show some aspects of the work of Automod to their users
but not others. These decisions are important in order to retain the trust of the users while at the
same time ensuring that bad actors do not game the system and bypass Automod rules. Concerns
about users evading automated moderation systems are not limited to Reddit — prior research
has shown how bad actors on Instagram and Tumblr circumvent platforms’ efforts to moderate
problematic hashtags by devising innovative ways to promulgate controversial content [16, 37].
Therefore, when incorporating automated regulation systems, moderators should be prepared to
make critical decisions about which parts of the automated system to show and which to hide from
their users.
Our findings also bring attention to the tradeoffs between reducing the work of human moderators
and not automatically removing posts that may potentially be valuable despite having suspicious
characteristics. On one hand, using Automod reduces the amount of work that Reddit moderators
need to do and protects them from the emotional labor of scrolling through the worst of the
internet’s garbage. On the other hand, it is all too easy for moderators to configure rules that
are too broad in Automod. Although such a configuration catches and removes many potentially
unacceptable posts and reduces the dependency on human moderators, it results in many false
positives that may alienate users. We also found that human moderators are needed to frequently
update Automod rules so that Automod can account for the fluidity of culture and adaptability of
violators seeking to avoid detection.
6.3.1 Improving Mixed-Initiative Systems. Given the deficiencies of automated tools and the importance of careful human administering of these tools, we propose that instead of developing fully
automated systems, researchers and designers should make efforts to improve the current state
of mixed-initiative regulation systems where humans work alongside automated systems. Since
automated tools are likely to perform worse than humans on difficult cases where understanding
the nuances and context is crucial, perhaps the most significant consideration is determining when
automated tools should remove potentially unacceptable material by themselves and when they
should flag it to be reviewed by human moderators. It is critical for these tools to attain this balance
to ensure that unintended post removals are avoided and at the same time, the workload of human
moderators is substantially reduced. We echo calls by previous studies for building systems that
ensure that the interactions between automation and human activities foster robust communities
that function well at scale [31, 35, 97].
Another promising direction to explore would be to build systems that adapt hybrid crowdmachine learning classifiers like Flock (developed by Cheng and Bernstein [21]) for the purpose of
content regulation. Such systems would require a dataset of comments that have been thoroughly
moderated and labeled as ‘approved’ or ‘removed’. To begin with, such a system would guide
human moderators to nominate effective features for distinguishing approved posts from removed
posts. This would be followed by the use of machine learning techniques that weigh these features
and produce models that have good accuracy as well as recall and that use human-understandable
features. Our findings indicate that moderators would appreciate the ability to understand outputs
based on such features. As Cheng and Bernstein suggest [21], the performance of these models
could be further improved by identifying spaces where misclassifications occur. Moderators could
be asked to nominate additional features that may be informative in improving performance in
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those spaces. Researchers and practitioners could build, deploy and test such systems on social
media platforms, and compare their performance with existing regulation mechanisms.
6.4

Limitations and Future Work

This study has some limitations. Our results are from interviews with a small sample of Reddit
moderators. We note a self-selection bias: we only spoke with Reddit moderators who were willing
to talk to us. Our sample is diversified in that our participants host a variety of subreddits, come
from various geographic areas, and have different occupations. Participants not only moderate the
five subreddits that we sampled from, but also a number of other subreddits (Table 2). Nevertheless,
our sample was all male. We suspect this is because Reddit moderators are disproportionately male;
still, to our knowledge, no comprehensive data on the demographics of Reddit moderators exist.
Prior research has shown that gender shapes individuals’ conceptions of offense in online posts [7].
Besides, many scholars have studied the issues of gender equity in online forums and their effects
on democratic discourse [47, 72, 87, 110]. Therefore, future work on the demographics of Reddit
moderators and especially how gender affects moderation practices would be a useful contribution.
As we progressed through our interviews, we began to hear the same themes again and again.
Our final few interviews generated limited new insights, suggesting our data reached empirical
saturation. This supports the validity of our results. Additionally, we note that social desirability
bias might have affected what our participants were willing to share with us.
One rich direction for future work is to evaluate the performance of Automod and characterize
its false positives and false negatives. Moderators could be asked to code whether they would allow
or remove a sample of postings on their subreddit, and these codes could be compared with the
actual outcomes of Automod processing of those postings. This could provide useful insights into
the net workload saved because of the use of Automod and the amount of new workload generated
because of the false positives of Automod’s decisions. Additionally, Automod’s performance could
be compared with the results of machine learning models trained on previously moderated data
from the subreddit. Analyzing posts on which moderators disagree or find it difficult to take a
decision could also provide valuable insights about moderation.
Finally, this paper presents the point of view of moderators. In future work, it would be beneficial
to study the perspectives of participants whose comments and posts may or may not be deleted by
Automod. More generally, analyzing the effects of adopting automated moderation tools on the
design of posting guidelines and the demands on end-users on different platforms would provide
valuable insights. It would also be useful to investigate when platforms’ interests align with and
differ from those of volunteer moderators.
7

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a qualitative inquiry of the content regulation ecosystem on Reddit, one of
the most popular social media platforms. Our findings show that content regulation on Reddit is
a socially distributed endeavor in which individual moderators coordinate with one another as
well as with automated systems. We discuss the benefits of automated tools and identify areas for
improvement in the development and sharing of these tools.
We see this research speaking to multiple stakeholders: creators of platforms, designers and
researchers interested in automated or machine learning-based content regulation, scholars of
platform governance, and content moderators. In conclusion, we highlight the following takeaways
from our work:
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For creators of new and existing platforms

As user traffic increases, moderation systems have to process content at massive levels of scale. This
makes it necessary for platforms to use automated tools. Our findings suggest, however, that the
use of automated tools has direct and secondary effects on multiple stakeholders and their activities
— from how moderators coordinate among one another and create community guidelines to how
users are required to craft their posts. We therefore recommend that platforms carefully reflect on
the anticipated ripple effects over different stakeholders when determining which automated tools
they deploy in content regulation systems.
Usually, how content regulation occurs on social media platforms remains a trade secret and
is not revealed publicly. In this research, we provide details of how Reddit moderators distribute
the work of content regulation between human workers and automated tools. Our comprehensive
description of Reddit regulation provides an important reference point for how human-machine
mixed initiative regulation systems can be designed and deployed on other platforms.
7.2

For designers and researchers interested in automated content regulation

We highlight the concerns that designers of machine learning based content regulation should
take into account when creating new tools. We found that although Automod relies on syntactic
rules instead of advanced machine learning techniques, moderators value Automod because it
provides them a great level of control and understanding of the actions taken by Automod. Our
findings reveal that moderators who do not understand how automated tools work may not be
able to contribute as much after these tools are adopted. This can, in turn, affect the dynamics of
relationships among the moderator team. This highlights the significance of creating tools whose
configurations are easily understood by the moderators, and designing tutorials that assist this
understanding.
Furthermore, it is important to explore how the use of automated tools shapes the explainability
of moderation decisions and the perceptions of affected users [24, 55, 56]. We also hope to see
studies that investigate how the use of automated mechanisms differs between Reddit and platforms
that rely on commercial content moderation firms.
7.3

For scholars of platform governance

In recent years, researchers have begun asking questions about the democratic accountability
of platform companies and their role in the realization of important public values like freedom
of expression, transparency, diversity, and socio-economic equality [39, 43, 46, 52, 103, 109]. Our
findings contribute to this conversation by showing that an increased reliance on automated
moderation tools can contribute to situations where content moderation may seem unfair. Since
automated tools can’t always consider the context of a post, they may consistently censor individuals
with certain viewpoints, or they may influence the discursive norms in unforeseen ways and
increase online polarization [7]. On the other hand, these tools may catch and remove posts that
are problematic only at the surface level but allow proliferation of bigoted viewpoints that are
subtle and avoid automatic detection at deeper levels of meaning. Exactly how the adoption of
various types of automated moderation tools affects different user groups is a subject that scholars
of platform governance must examine so that they can articulate strategies that may address the
problems of tool bias.
Automated moderation tools not only exacerbate biases but they also operate simply by reacting
to problems, not by dealing with their root causes. Such an approach simply hides problematic
behaviors such as sexism and racism instead of interfacing with offenders in meaningful ways [50].
This may merely push the offensive users to other platforms where their bigoted views are more
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welcomed. In this way, current automated tools miss out on the opportunities to examine the social
and psychological factors that lead to hateful discourses. Instead, we call for researchers to find
ways, which may go well beyond simply a deployment of automated tools, to change offensive
or uninformed users’ perspectives on socially relevant issues [53, 57, 95] and help shift norms in
positive ways.
7.4

For content moderators

Our findings point out the new challenges that moderators can expect to grapple with as they
adopt new automated tools in their work. Content moderation is hard, and even without the use of
automated mechanisms, when moderators update their policies, they sometimes have to revisit
previous positions [39]. However, delegating content regulation to automated tools increases the
distance between how community guidelines are conceptualized by moderators and how they
are enforced in practice by automated tools. This distance raises the possibility that moderation
systems will make mistakes. Consequently, moderators can expect to take on the additional tasks
of correcting the false positives of these tools.
The use of automated tools not only adds to the moderators’ work by requiring them to reverse
mistakes made by automated moderation, it may also affect the relationship between the users
and the moderators [51, 100] because of the higher occurrences of mistakes. Using these tools also
results in increased user complaints that moderators have to respond to, which further adds to
the moderators’ work. Besides, moderators may not have control over what is disclosed about the
operation of these tools to the ends-users. Although the extent of such disclosures may instead
be determined by designers or site administrators, it may still shape end-users’ perceptions of
moderators’ work because end-users may consider moderators responsible for the choices of
transparency in moderation decisions. Moderators may also need to develop technical expertise
to use advanced machine-learning based tools efficiently. In sum, the use of automated tools
changes the work required of moderators and their relationships with end-users in important ways.
As community managers inevitably move towards adopting more automated tools for content
regulation, efforts to prepare moderators for such changes will be vital.
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